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FIRE AT CARETAKER’S RESIDENCE - NAVAL FUEL INSTALLATION DARWIN

NATURE OF THE INCIDENT:
• A fire was detected at the caretaker’s residence at the Naval Fuel Installation (NFI) in Darwin.
• The caretaker raised the alarm and the NT Police Fire and Emergency Services (NTPFES) provided prompt service to extinguish the fire.
• The fire was restricted to the caretaker’s residence.

THE DATE AND TIME OF THE INCIDENT:
• Approximately 0030 21 Oct 12.

ACTIONS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY:
• Personnel onsite at the NFI were assessed by St John’s Ambulance staff and received follow up checks at the Darwin Hospital. They have now been released.
• NTPFES investigations are continuing into the source of the fire.

Contact Officer: [Redacted]
Authorised by: [Redacted]
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